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APPROXIMATING MONOID ACTIONS BY GROUP ACTIONS
MEHMET AKİF ERDAL
Abstract. Let M be a monoid. We construct a family of model structures on the
category of M -spaces. The weak equivalences of these model categories are defined
by using the universally assigned groups actions to M -spaces. We also present
various ways of extending these model structures to the category of dynamical
systems.
1. Introduction
Actions of monoids receive more attention in recent years due to wide variety of
applications in automata theory [3], cryptology [27], data analysis [31] and theory
of dynamical systems [12], [43]. Meanwhile, equivariant algebraic topology has been
highly developed since 1970’s and continues its rapid development, providing lots of
tools allowing the systematic study of symmetries, see for example [34], [33], [35].
The purpose of the present paper is to study the homotopy theory of spaces with
monoid actions by means of approximating with the standard equivariant homotopy
theory for group actions. More precisely, to a given space on which a monoid acts, we
assign a collection of spaces on which the monoid or some of its submonoids acts by
isomorphisms and use the corresponding equivariant homotopy theory for each such
space to obtain a approximation.
We use both the category sSet of simplicial sets and Top of topological spaces as
ground categories, and in both cases, objects of these categories are called spaces and
morphisms are called maps. It is well-known that for any group G and any collection
of subgroups Y, the category of G-spaces admits a Y-model structure, see [36] and [16]
for the topological spaces and [44] (and the unpublished notes of [18]) for simplicial
sets and general model categories. Weak equivalences (resp. fibrations) in the Y-model
structure are G-maps that induce weak equivalences (resp. fibrations) onH-fixed point
spaces for each H in Y.
Let M be a monoid and let G(M) be its group completion. The group comple-
tion is endowed with a universal map q : M → G(M), where the universal prop-
erty is the initial property in maps from M to groups. The category MsSet (resp.
MTop) of M -spaces with M -equivariant maps contains a full subcategory MsSetsym
(resp. MTopsym) spanned by M -spaces on which M acts by isomorphisms. This
subcategory is equivalent to the category of G(M)-spaces due to the universal prop-
erty of the group completion. We replace the inclusions ι : MsSetsym →֒ MsSet and
ι : MTopsym →֒ MTop by q∗ : G(M)sSet → MsSet and q∗ : G(M)Top → MTop,
the restriction along q. The right and left adjoints to q∗ exists and are denoted by RInv
and LInv, respectively. These functors detect symmetry properties of a givenM -space,
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and for this reason, one may call these functors right and left symmetric replacements.
Constructions and some basic properties of RInv and LInv are discussed in Section 2.
Observe that, the interrelation of functors RInv (resp. LInv) and ResMN (restriction
along the inclusion N →֒M) is often non-trivial. More precisely, for anM -space A and
N ≤ M , q∗(RInv(ResMN (A))) and Res
M
N (q
∗(RInv(A))) are not necessarily isomorphic.
Here, q : N → G(N) is the group completion of N . Examples of such cases can be
found easily, e.g. choose N to be the trivial submonoid. Also note that, the inclusion
N →֒ M does not need to induce inclusion on the group completions. In order to
benefit more from the equivariant homotopy theory via RInv and LInv, we also use
restrictions to submonoids while defining the homotopy theories in the present paper.
Let Z be a family of submonoids of M and for each N ∈ Z, let YN be a collection
of subgroups of G(N). We define the right-(Z,Y)-model structure on the category
of M -space (if exists) as the model structure in which weak equivalences and fibra-
tions are those maps that are sent to weak equivalences and fibrations of YN -model
category of G(N)-spaces by each composition RInvResMN for N ∈ Z. Similarly, the
left-(Z,Y)-model structure (if exists) is the model structure in which weak equivalences
and cofibrations are those maps that are sent to weak equivalences and cofibrations of
YN -model structure by each composition LInvRes
M
N for N ∈ Z. See Definitions 4.1,
4.2 and 4.6.
Theorem 4.4. The right-(Z,Y)-model structure on MsSet exists and is combinatorial
with generating cofibrations
MI(Z,Y) = {M ×N q
∗(G(N)/H × in) : N ∈ Z, H ∈ YN , n ∈ N}
and generating acyclic cofibrations
MJ(Z,Y) = {M ×N q
∗(G(N)/H × jn) : N ∈ Z, H ∈ YN , n ∈ N}.
Here, in’s and jn’s denote the generating cofibrations and generating acyclic cofi-
brations in sSet, respectively. The proof uses classical transfer arguments (also called
induction or lifting arguments) of [7, 5], combined with the more recent transfer argu-
ments of [22]. Similar model structures are also transferred on MTop, see Theorem
4.5. We also prove the following:
Theorem 4.8. Let (Z,Y) be such that for each N ∈ Z, YN is the collection of all
subgroups of G(N). Then, the left-(Z,Y)-model structure on MsSet exists. This
model structure is combinatorial in which the generating (acyclic) cofibrations are the
(acyclic) cofibrations between degree-wise finite simplicial M -sets.
The proof uses transfer techniques of [22]. However, this transfer argument can not
be used on MTop as Top is not locally presentable (Sierpin`ski space is not small in
Top, see [24, pp.49]). On the other hand, the transfer argument works for Top∆,
category of ∆-generated spaces, which has the same homotopy theory as Top, see [9],
[15] and [20].
Some immediate applications are M(Z,Y)-Whitehead Theorem for these model cate-
gories, which roughly says M -equivariant homotopy type (with respect to the interval
[0, 1] with the trivial action) of M(Z,Y)-complexes can be completely determined by
using equivariant homotopy theory, see Corollary 5.1. The construction of M(Z,Y)-
complexes is standard, so does the proof of M(Z,Y)-Whitehead Theorem. We also
discuss a Quillen equivalence between some of our model categories and a diagram
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category with the projective model structure. We define a small category depending
on M , which we call orbit category of M relative to q, see Section 5.3. We show if
G(N) is finite (or more generally, finite relative to cofibrations) for each N ≤M , then
the projective model structure on contravariant diagrams over this category is Quillen
equivalent to the model category in Theorem 4.5 for the maximal choice of (Z,Y). We
also present various model structures on the category of dynamical systems, in which
all actions of all monoids on all spaces are considered, by using the integral model
structure of [21].
Organization of the paper: In Section 2, we give constructions for RInv and LInv.
These functors, by definition, are constructed in terms of Kan extensions. We also dis-
cuss some basic properties and state some examples. In Section 3, we briefly discuss the
transfer arguments (i.e., left and right induction) of model structure along adjunctions
and model structures on equivariant spaces. In Section 4, we first give the definitions of
weak equivalences and (co)fibrations for our model categories, see Definition 4.1, and
prove the Theorems 4.4, 4.5 and 4.8. In Section 4.3, we discuss generalizations and pos-
sible future work. In Section 5, we state some immediate applications of our theorems
and we extend some of these model structures on the category of dynamical systems.
In particular, we discuss CW -complexes and give a form of M -Whitehead Theorem in
Sections 5.2 and 5.1. Then, in Section 5.3 we establish a Quillen equivalence between
MTop and a functor category, see Proposition 5.3. In Section 5.4, by identifying the
category of dynamical systems with certain Gröthendieck constructions, we show that
several model structures on the category of dynamical systems exists, where each fiber
is a right-(Z,Y)-model structure.
2. Preliminary constructions
2.1. Symmetry in monoid actions and the group completion. Let us denote by
Grp and Mon the categories of groups and monoids, respectively. As is well known,
the forgetful functor U : Grp →Mon admits a left adjoint G : Mon → Grp, called
the group completion. For a given monoid M , the group completion G(M) can be
constructed as follows: Let FG(M) denote the free group on the elements of M , with
the ‘set’ inclusion i : M → FG(M). Then G(M) is the quotient group of FG(M) by
the normal subgroup generated by the set of words
{i(m)i(n)i(m ∗ n)−1 : m,n ∈M}.
In other words, G(M) is the quotient of FG(M) by all relations obtained by the mul-
tiplication in M [32]. The universal homomorphism q : M → G(M) is given by the
composition of i with the quotient homomorphism FG(M)→ G(M).
The monoid homomorphism q :M → G(M) induces a functor
q∗ : G(M)sSet→MsSet.
The universal property of q implies that any M -space on which M acts by homeomor-
phisms isomorphic to an object in the image of q∗.
Since the category of sSet is bi-complete, q∗ admits a right and a left adjoint, which
can be constructed via Kan extension. In other words, MsSetsym is both reflective
and co-reflective. This also follows from [2, Theorem 6.28]. These statements also true
if we replace the ground category sSet by Top, as Top is also bi-complete.
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2.2. The functor RInv. Denote by Set and MSet categories of sets and M -sets.
The group G(M) is considered as a left M -set with the M -action given by m · g =
q(m) ∗ g for m ∈ M and g ∈ G(M). For A an M -set, define RInv0(A) as the set
M -equivariant functions homM (G(M), A). There is a left G(M)-action on RInv0(A)
given by (g · σ)(h) = σ(h ∗ g), for σ ∈ RInv0(A) and g, h ∈ G(M). This construction
defines a functor
RInv0 :MSet→ G(M)Set,
where for f : A→ B in MsSet is sent to RInv0(f) : σ 7→ f ◦ σ for every σ ∈ RInv0(A).
Observe that this is equivalent to the construction of right Kan extension along q :
M → G(M), which is given by a limit over the comma category q/G(M), see [29,
Chapter X] or [6, Section 3.7]. It is straightforward that the natural M -equivariant
map ǫA : RInv0(A) → A: σ 7→ σ(1) is terminal in M -functions from G(M)-sets to A.
If A = q∗(A˜), then the map A˜ ∼= A → RInv(A) given by a 7→ (σa : g 7→ g · a) is the
inverse of ǫA.
We have MsSet ∼= [∆op,MSet] and G(M)sSet ∼= [∆op, G(M)Set]. Define RInv :
MsSet → G(M)sSet, as the functor induced by RInv0 on functor categories. More
precisely, given a simplicial M -set A : ∆op → MSet, define the simplicial G(M)-set
RInv(A) by RInv(A) = RInv0 ◦A. This is equivalent to homM (G(M),−) in G(M)sSet
with the G(M)-action induced by the right translation action on G(M). The natural
map ǫA : RInv(A) → A is defined degree-wise. Moreover, ǫA is a natural isomorphism
if A is an object in MsSetsym.
On finite sets, RInv0 is a particular case of the functor constructed in [14, Section
4.3], which sends a finite M -set to its subset on which M acts by permutations and
maximal with respect to this property. Hence, for a degree-wise finite simplicial M -set
A (i.e., A[n] is finite for every object in∆), RInv(A) is isomorphic to the maximal sub-
simplicial set on whichM acts by isomorphisms. More generally, if we have an inclusion
i : U →֒ A such that M act on U by isomorphisms (so that U is invariant under the
action), then RInv(i) : RInv(U) → RInv(A) is an inclusion. Moreover, q∗ RInv(U) is
isomorphic to U , which implies q∗ RInv(A) contains a copy of U .
The functor RInv is defined on MTop, topological spaces with M -actions, in the
same way. Given A object in MTop, we define RInv(A) = HomM (G(M), A) with
the subspace topology of the compact open topology. Here, G(M) is considered
with the discrete topology and G(M)-action is induced by the right translation on
G(M). A map is sent to the induced map on covariant-hom. In particular, RInv(−) =
HomM (G(M),−) in MTop. This is the right Kan extension along q, which exist since
the category Top is bi-complete [29, Chapter X].
2.3. The functor LInv. Let A be a given M -set. Define LInv0(A) as the following
set:
LInv0(A) = (G(M)×A)/ ≃
where ≃ is the equivalence relation generated by the relation (g,m · a) ∼ (g ∗ q(m), a)
for m ∈ M , g ∈ G(M) and a ∈ A. The equivalence class of an element (g, a) will be
denoted by [g, a]. By definition, these equivalence classes satisfy [g,m·a] = [g∗q(m), a].
Note that if q(m) = q(n), then [g,m · a] = [g ∗ q(m), a] = [g, n · a].
The G(M)-action on LInv0(A) is given by k · [g, a] = [k ∗ g, a]. This defines another
functor
LInv0 :MSet→ G(M)Set,
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where for f : A → B in MSet, LInv0(f)[g, a] = [g, f(a)], for every [g, a] ∈ LInv0(A).
As before, the universal property of LInv0 directly follows from the fact that it is the
direct construction of the left Kan extension along q : M → G(M). The natural
M -equivariant function ηA : A → LInv0(A) given by ηA : a 7→ [1, a] has the initial
property. If A = q∗(A˜), then the map LInv0(A)→ A ∼= A˜ given by [g, a] 7→ g · a is the
inverse of ηA. In particular, if m · b = a we have [1, b] = [q(m)−1,m · b] = [q(m)−1, a].
Define LInv : MsSet → G(M)sSet, as the functor induced by LInv0 on functor
categories. Given A : ∆op → MSet, we have LInv(A) = LInv0 ◦A. The natural map
ηA : A→ LInv(A) is defined degree-wise and is a natural isomorphism if A is an object
in MsSetsym.
Let A be an M -set. A relation ∼ on A will be called an M -equivariant equivalence
relation if for every a, b ∈ A with a ∼ b we have
m · a ∼ m · b, ∀ m ∈M.
If ∼ is an M -equivariant equivalence relation, then we can define an M -action on the
quotient A/ ∼ by m · [a] = [m · a]. Suppose that ∼ is M -equivariant such that M acts
on A/ ∼ by bijections. Then, the following diagram commutes:
A
ηA

p
// A/ ∼
ηA/∼

LInv0(A)
LInv0(p) // LInv0(A/ ∼)
,
where p : A → A/ ∼ is the quotient map of the identification. Since LInv0 is left
adjoint and p is surjective, LInv0(p) is also surjective. From above, we have ηA/∼ is an
M -equivariant bijection. Thus, we obtain that A/ ∼ is a quotient of q∗ LInv0(A).
The functor LInv is defined on MTop, again, in the same way. Given A object in
MTop, we define LInv(A) = (G(M) × A)/ ≃ as above with the quotient topology of
the product topology and G(M) is considered with the discrete topology. The G(M)-
action is induced by the left translation on G(M). A map is sent to the induced map
on the second coordinate. This is the left Kan extension along q [29, Chapter X].
2.4. Some remarks on further properties. These functors detect different types
of symmetries of an M -space. For example, if M = N and A = [0,∞) with the N-
action 1 · x = x + 1 for every x ∈ A, then RInv(A) ∼= ∅ and LInv(A) ∼= R (given by
[n, a] 7→ a+ n) with the translation action. On the other hand, if A′ = [0,∞) with the
N-action 1 · x = x − 1 for x ≥ 1 and 1 · x = 0 for x ∈ [0, 1], then RInv(A′) ∼= R ∐ {0}
with the translation action of Z on R component and LInv(A′) ∼= {0} with the trivial
action.
If the monoid is N, then the functor RInv locates the subsets on which the action can
be reversed indefinitely. In particular, if a ∈ A such that for every n ∈ N, there exist
bn ∈ A with n · bn = a, then σ : Z→ A given by σ(0) = a, σ(−n) = n ·a and σ(n) = bn
defines an element in RInv(A). It is also easy to see that RInv(A) consists of such
elements. If there exists n ∈ N and a ∈ A such that no such bn exists with n · a = bn,
then there is not an element σ in RInv(A) with σ(0) = a. IfM is commutative, or more
generally it is a (right) Ore monoid, and for a ∈ A such that for every m ∈ M , there
exist bm ∈ A with m · bm = a, then σ : G(M) → A given by σ(q(m)q(n−1)) = n · bm
defines an element in RInv(A).
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For example, let A = S1 ∐ (−∞,−1] ⊆ R2 with the N-action given by 1 · (x, 0) =
(x + 1, 0) if x ≤ −2, 1 · (x, 0) = (sin(xπ/2), cos(xπ/2)) if x ∈ [−2,−1], and N acts
(compatibly) by π/2 rotation to counter-clockwise direction on S1. Then, RInv(A) ∼=
R ∐ S1 where Z acts by translation on R component and by π/4 rotations on S1
component, see the following figure:
n
n
RInv
n
n
The functors RInv and LInv, as invariants, are stronger than the classical ones, such
as fixed point. For example, let A = (R×{0}∐R×{0})⊂ R2 with the N-action given
by 1 · (x, 0) = (x + 1, 0) for every x ∈ R, 1 · (0, y) = (0, y(|y| − 1)/|y|) if |y| > 1 and
1 · (0, y) = (1 − |y|, 0) if |y| ≤ 1. The M -space A does not belong to MTopsym. We
have RInv(A) ∼= R∐R∐R where on each connected component N acts by translation;
see the following figure:
n
n
n RInv
n
For every nontrivial submonoid of N, the associated fixed point space is empty and for
trivial submonoid fixed point space is A, which is contractible as a topological space.
However, RInv(A) as a Z-space is not contractible. Similar examples can be found for
LInv.
3. Transfer arguments on model structures and equivariant homotopy
In this paper, by a model category we understand a bi-complete category that has a
closed model structure in the sense of Quillen, see [37]. A model category is a category
with three distinguished class of morphisms: weak equivalences, fibrations and cofibra-
tions. These classes are subject to a certain set of axioms, see [37, 11]. Morphisms
that are simultaneously fibrations (resp. cofibrations) and weak equivalences are called
acyclic fibration (resp. acyclic cofibration). An object A in a model category is called
fibrant if the unique morphism from A to the terminal object is a fibration. Dually,
if the unique morphism from the initial object to A is a cofibration, then A is called
cofibrant.
We refer to [24, Chapter 11] or [23, Chapter 11] for details of cofibrant generation in
model categories, to [22, Section 3.1 and Definitions 3.1.3, 3.1.6] for accessible model
categories.
3.1. Transferred model structures. Suppose that we are given a pair of adjoint
functor F : D // C : Goo between bi-complete categories C and D, such that D is
a cofibrantly generated model category with generating cofibrations I and generating
acyclic cofibrations J . Declare f to be a weak equivalence (resp. fibration) in C if
G(f) is a weak equivalence (resp. fibration) in D. If (i) C has a fibrant replacement
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functor (ii) C has functorial path objects for fibrant objects and (iii) F preserves
small objects, then there is a cofibrantly generated model structure C with the weak
equivalences and fibrations created by G, see [5, Sections 2.5 and 2.6]. Moreover C is
also cofibrantly generated with generating sets FI and FJ . Here, an object x in a
category C is a small object means it is κ-small for some regular cardinal κ; i.e., the
functor HomC(x,−) preserves κ-filtered colimits, see [2].
If C is locally presentable, then every object in C is small; i.e., (i) is redundant. If
every object in C is fibrant, then the identity functor is the fibrant replacement functor;
i.e., (ii) is redundant.
Now, let
F : D // C : Goo
be an adjoint pair between bi-complete locally presentable categories C and D, and
assume this time C carries an accessible model structure. Declare f to be a weak
equivalence (resp. cofibration) in D if F (f) is a weak equivalence (resp. cofibration)
in C. There exists a model structure on D with these weak equivalences and fibrations
if and only if every morphism in D that has the left lifting property with respect to
all cofibrations is a weak equivalence. Here, a morphism p has the left lifting property
with respect to f if for every commutative diagram in C
A
f

// C
g

B //
h
>>
⑦
⑦
⑦
⑦
⑦
⑦
⑦
⑦
D
,
a lift h exists. This is the Acyclicity Theorem for left transfer, see [22, Corollary 3.3.4].
These conditions are satisfied if D admits underlying cofibrant replacements and every
cofibrant object has a good cylinder object, see [22, Theorem 2.2.1].
The following general lemma is straightforward from [22, Corollary 3.3.4] and pos-
sibly known already, but we give a proof for completeness.
Lemma 3.1. Let C be a bi-complete locally presentable category and D be a full-replete
subcategory of C, that is closed under limits and colimits. Suppose that D admits an
accessible model structure. Then, C admits a left and a right transferred accessible
model structure created respectively by the left and the right adjoint of the inclusion
ι : D →֒ C.
Proof. By [2, Theorem 6.28]D is a reflective and coreflective in C. SinceD is accessible
model category, see [22, Corollary 3.17], we can apply the Acyclicity Theorem. Denote
by R and L the right and left adjoint to the inclusion D →֒ C, respectively. Then, the
unit η : Id⇒ ιR and the counit ǫ : Lι⇒ Id are natural isomorphisms [17, Proposition
1.3].
We only prove the existence of right transfer since the left transfer argument for this
case is just the dual. Suppose that fibrations and weak equivalences in C are created
by R. Let j in C has the left lifting property with respect to all fibrations; i.e., if j and
p fits into the following square
A
j

// C
p

B //
h
>>
⑦
⑦
⑦
⑦
⑦
⑦
⑦
⑦
D
,
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a lifting h exists whenever Rp is a fibration in D. Applying R to the diagram, we get
R(A)
R(j)

// R(C)
R(p)

R(B) //
R(h)
;;
✇
✇
✇
✇
✇
✇
✇
✇
✇
R(D)
.
Since η : Id⇒ ιR is a natural isomorphism, whenever p is a fibration in D, Rp is also
a fibration in D. Since D is a model category, this implies Rj is an acyclic cofibration,
and thus, weak equivalence in D. In particular, j is a weak equivalence in D and by
[22, Corollary 3.3.4 (i)], the right transferred model structure on C exists. 
3.2. Model structures on equivariant spaces. Let G be a group. A collection
of subgroups of G is a family of subgroups which are stable under conjugacy, see [16,
Definition 2.1]. If we are given a collection Y of subgroups of G, there is a well
known associated Y-projective model structure on the category GTop, of G-spaces
(which is proper, topological and cofibrantly generated), see [16, Proposition 2.11], [42,
Proposition B.6]. The weak equivalences (resp. fibrations) in this model structure are
Y-equivalences (resp. Y-fibrations) where f : A→ B in GTop is a Y-equivalence (resp.
a Y-fibration) if for every H in Y, fH : AH → BH is a weak homotopy equivalence
(resp. Serre fibration). Here, (−)H denotes the H-fixed point functor. The class of
Y-cofibrations consists of those G-maps having the right lifting property with respect
to the morphisms which are simultaneously Y-equivalences and Y-fibrations (which is
always true for model categories, due to their defining axioms, as given in [37]). This
model structure is generalized in [44] to other model categories (including sSet) for
which the fixed point functors satisfy a condition (called the cellularity condition). In
all cases, sets of generating cofibrations and generating acyclic cofibrations are given
by
GIY = {G/H × i | n ∈ N, H ∈ Y, i ∈ I}
and
GJY = {G/H × j | n ∈ N, H ∈ Y, j ∈ J },
respectively, where I and J are generating cofibrations and generating acyclic cofibra-
tions of the underlying category. For the Quillen model structure on sSet, I = {in :
∂∆n → ∆n} is the set of boundary inclusions and J = {jn : Λi[n] → ∆
n} is the set
of horn inclusions, and for the Quillen model structure on Top, I = {in : Sn → Dn+1}
and J = {jn : Dn → Dn × [0, 1]}.
4. Homotopy theories of M -spaces via equivariant homotopy theory
Definition & Notation 4.1. By a "space" it is meant either a topological space or a
simplicial set.
Notation i.: We denote by (Z,Y) the following data: Z is a family of sub-
monoids of M , for each N ∈ Z, YN is a collection of subgroups of G(N) and
Y is the family these collections.
Notation ii.: For simplicity, we use RInv
M
N and
LInv
M
N to denote the composi-
tions RInv ◦ResMN and
LInv ◦ResMN , respectively.
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Definition i.: An M -map f : A → B is called a r (Z,Y)-equivalence (resp. a
r(Z,Y)-fibration) if RInv
M
N (f)
H is a weak equivalence (resp. a fibration) of
spaces for each N ∈ Z and H ∈ YN . The class of r(Z,Y)-equivalences and
r(Z,Y)-fibrations is denoted by rwe(Z,Y) and rfib(Z,Y), respectively.
Definition ii.: An M -map f : A → B is called a l(Z,Y)-equivalence (resp.
l(Z,Y)-cofibration) if LInv
M
N (f)
H is a weak equivalence (resp. a cofibration)
of spaces for each N ∈ Z and H ∈ YN . The class of l(Z,Y)-equivalences and
l(Z,Y)-cofibrations is denoted by lwe(Z,Y) and lcof (Z,Y), respectively.
Given j : N →M an inclusion of submonoids, the restriction along j, ResMN , admits
both a left and a right adjoint; namely, the induction and co-induction. The induction
is the left Kan extension along j and is given by
IndMN (A) =M ×N A =M ×A/ ∼
for an N -space A whereM×N A is the (degree-wise) quotient ofM×A with respect to
the equivalence relation generated by (m ∗ n, a) ∼ (m,n · a). Dually, the co-induction,
which is the right Kan extension along j, is given by
CoindMN (A) = HomN (M,A)
where M is considered with the N -action induced by j. In both cases, the M -actions
are induced by the translations in M .
Let C be either sSet or Top. Let ∆Z :MC −→
∏
N∈ZMC be the diagonal functor.
Denote by RZ the composition
MC
∆Z−→
∏
N∈Z
MC
∏
ResMN
−→
∏
N∈Z
NC
∏
RInv
−→
∏
N∈Z
G(N)C
where the first functor is the diagonal functor, the remaining functors are products of
restrictions and RInv’s over Z, respectively. Similarly, denote by LZ the composition
MC
∆Z−→
∏
N∈Z
MC
∏
ResMN
−→
∏
N∈Z
NC
∏
LInv
−→
∏
N∈Z
G(N)C
in which the last functor is the product LInv’s over Z. Observe that RZ admits a left
adjoint
∐
IndMN q
∗(−), which we denote by ℓZ . Similarly, RZ admits a right adjoint∏
CoindMN q
∗(−), which we denote by r(Z,Y).
The classes rwe(Z,Y) and rfib(Z,Y) are created byRZ from the product of YN -model
structures (in which weak equivalences, fibrations and cofibrations defined coordinate-
wise, see [10, Chapter II, 9.7. (iii)], [24, Example 1.1.6] and also [36]). Similarly,
the classes lwe(Z,Y) and lfib(Z,Y) are created by LZ , again from the product model
structure. By definition, all these classes rwe(Z,Y), rfib(Z,Y), lwe(Z,Y) and lcof (Z,Y)
contains all isomorphisms of M -spaces. Moreover, the classes lwe(Z,Y) and rwe(Z,Y)
have the 2-out-of-6 property; and hence, make categories ofM -spaces into homotopical
categories in the sense of [10].
4.1. Right (Z,Y)-model structures on M-spaces. The right (Z,Y)-model struc-
tures on M -spaces are the model structures right transferred by RZ .
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Definition 4.2. Given (Z,Y), the right-(Z,Y)-model structure on the category of
M -spaces is the model structure with weak equivalences rwe(Z,Y), fibrations rfib(Z,Y)
and cofibrations as M -maps having the left lifting property with respect to all acyclic
fibrations.
First, we consider the simplicial case for Z = {M}. In this case,RZ is just RInv. Let
YM be any collection of subgroups of G(M). Observe that any M -map in MsSet
sym
can be completed to a G(M)-map. Let f : A→ B be a YM -fibration in G(M)sSet. We
have RInv(q∗(f)) ∼= f in the arrow category of G(M)sSet. Thus, q∗(f) is a r (Z,Y)-
fibration in MsSet, see Definition 4.1. This means the image of YM -fibrations in
G(M)sSet under q∗ is contained in rfib(Z,Y). In other words, every such M -map, that
is a YM -fibration after being completed to a G(M)-map, is a r(Z,Y)-fibration.
Lemma 4.3. Let Z = {M} and YM be any collection of subgroups of G(M). Then, the
right-(Z,Y)-model structure on MsSet exists. Moreover, the adjoint pair (q∗ ⊣ RInv)
is a Quillen equivalence.
Proof. The categories MsSet, G(M)sSet and MsSetsym are locally presentable and
the model structure on G(M)sSet is combinatorial; and hence, accessible [22, Corollary
3.17]. By Lemma 3.1, there is an accessible model structure on MsSet. Moreover, the
adjoint pair (q∗ ⊣ RInv) is a Quillen pair.
Consider the composition MsSet
RInv
−→ G(M)sSet ∼= MsSetsym
ι
→֒ MsSet. By
definition, this functor preserve weak equivalences, if we consider the same transferred
model structure on MsSet. Moreover, the map ǫ : RInv(q∗(A)) ∼= RInv(A) → A is a
natural weak equivalence, since RInv(RInv(A)) is isomorphic to RInv(A). By [10, 3.3.
(ii), (iii) and (iv)], MsSetsym is a left deformation retract of MsSet; and hence, by
[10, 3.3. (iv)] the pair (q∗ ⊣ RInv) is a Quillen equivalence. 
The sets of generating cofibrations and generating acyclic cofibrations are
MI(Z,Y) = {q
∗(G(M)/H)× in : N ∈ YM}
and
MJ(Z,Y) = {q
∗(G(M)/H)× jn : N ∈ YM},
respectively. Moreover, for each H ≤ G(M), RInv(q∗(G(M)/H)× in) ∼= G(M)/H × in
and RInv(q∗(G(M)/H)× in) ∼= G(M)/H × jn. In particular, cofibrant objects are the
ones that are in the image of q∗. The adjunction unit is already isomorphism for such
objects, which gives just another proof of the Quillen equivalence above.
The fibrant replacement in G(M)sSet is the underlying Kan fibrant replacement
Ex∞, since it is right transferred from the projective model structure on [O(G)op, sSet],
see [18] and [44]. Hence, the fibrant replacement in MsSet is also the underlying Ex∞.
Theorem 4.4. The right-(Z,Y)-model structure on MsSet exists and is combinatorial
with generating cofibrations
MI(Z,Y) = {M ×N q
∗(G(N)/H × in) : N ∈ Z, H ∈ YN , n ∈ N}
and generating acyclic cofibrations
MJ(Z,Y) = {M ×N q
∗(G(N)/H × jn) : N ∈ Z, H ∈ YN , n ∈ N}.
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Proof. The Kan fibrant replacement functor is obtained by a colimit (i.e. the direct
limit of Exn’s) and Ex is a right adjoint. Since the diagonal functor and restrictions
are both left, they preserve direct limits. Moreover, since they are all forgetful right
adjoints, they preserve Ex; and thus, the underlying Kan fibrant replacements. Hence,
MsSet admits a fibrant replacement functor with rwe(Z,Y) and rfib(Z,Y).
For a fibrant object A in MsSet, let PA = Map(∆[1], A) denote the ordinary
path space object of A with the M -action defined point-wise. It is straightforward
that path spaces are preserved by RInv, ResMN and ∆Z . Hence, PA is a good path
object in MsSet with respect to the classes rwe(Z,Y) and rfib(Z,Y); i.e., the diagonal
morphism d : A→ A×A factors through PA as A
i
−→ PA
r
−→ A×A, such that i is in
rwe(Z,Y) and r is in rfib(Z,Y). Every object is already small in MsSet. Thus, MsSet
with rwe(Z,Y), rfib(Z,Y) and rcof (Z,Y) is a cofibrantly generated model category. The
sets MI(Z,Y) and MJ(Z,Y) are respectively the images of generating cofibrations and
generating acyclic cofibrations in
∏
N∈Z G(N)sSetYN under ℓZ ; and thus, they are
generating cofibrations and generating acyclic cofibrations in the transferred model
structure. 
For the topological case, (iii) is still relevant, and we have to show ℓZ preserves
small objects. However, this time (ii) is trivial, since every object is already fibrant.
Theorem 4.5. The right-(Z,Y)-model structure on MTop exists and is cofibrantly
generated with generating cofibrations
MI(Z,Y) = {M ×N q
∗(G(N)/H × in) : N ∈ Z, H ∈ YN , n ∈ N}
and generating acyclic cofibrations
MJ(Z,Y) = {M ×N q
∗(G(N)/H × jn) : N ∈ Z, H ∈ YN , n ∈ N}.
Proof. The identity functor is the fibrant replacement functor. The standard path
space hom([0, 1], A) with the point-wise action is a good path object in MTop with
respect to rwe(Z,Y), rfib(Z,Y), which follows same as the proof of 4.4. Thus, has
functorial path objects. We only need to show that ℓZ preserves small objects.
A left adjoint preserves small objects if its right adjoint preserves sufficiently highly
filtered colimits (see [1, 2] and [28, Proposition 5.5.7.2 - (1)]). For each submonoid
N in Z, the left adjoint IndMN to Res
M
N preserves small objects, since Res
M
N itself is
a left adjoint to CoindMN (and thus, preserves all colimits including the filtered ones).
Similarly, the diagonal functor preserves all colimits; and hence, the left adjoint of the
diagonal functor (which is coproduct over the index set) preserves small objects. The
symmetric replacement functor, RInv, is obtained by a limit over the comma category,
q/G(M) since it is a right Kan extension. The objects of q/G(M) are the elements
of G(M) and morphisms are multiplication by q(m) for m ∈ M . By assumption,
both M and G(M) are small as sets. Then, there exist a regular cardinal κ such that
q/G(M) is κ-small (for example, if κ > |M |.|G(M)|, then q/G(M) has less than κ
morphisms). Thus, a limit over q/G(M), and hence the functor RInv, preserves κ-
filtered colimits. This is true for every submonoid N in Z. Thus, the forgetful functor
q∗ : G(N)Top → NTop preserves small objects for each N in Z. As a result, the
left adjoint ℓZ preserves small objects. This proves that MTop is a cofibrantly model
category with generating sets MI(Z,Y) and MJ(Z,Y). 
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4.2. Left-(Z,Y)-model structures on M-spaces. Dually, we have the left trans-
ferred model structures for which the class of weak equivalences and cofibrations are
created by LZ .
Definition 4.6. Given (Z,Y), the left-(Z,Y)-model structure on the category of M -
spaces is the model structure with weak equivalences lwe(Z,Y), cofibrations lcof (Z,Y)
and fibrations as M -maps having the right lifting property with respect to all acyclic
cofibrations.
We again first deal with the case ZM = {M} and YM any collection of subgroups
of G(M). The following lemma is dual to Lemma 4.3.
Lemma 4.7. Let Z = {M} and YM be any collection of subgroups of G(M). Then, the
left-(Z,Y)-model structure on MsSet exists. Moreover, the adjoint pair (LInv ⊣ q∗) is
a Quillen equivalence.
The existence part directly follows from Lemma 3.1. For the Quillen equivalence,
we use [10, 3.3.(iv)] with the right deformation retract induced by η : Id→ q∗ LInv.
By [44, Lemma 2.15, Proposition 2.16], A is cofibrant in G(M)sSet if for every
a ∈ A, the isotropy group G(M)a is in YM .
Theorem 4.8. Let (Z,Y) be such that for each N ∈ Z, YN is the collection of all
subgroups of G(N). Then, the left-(Z,Y)-model structure on MsSet exists. This
model structure is combinatorial in which the generating (acyclic) cofibrations are the
(acyclic) cofibrations between degree-wise finite simplicial M -sets.
Proof. Since all subgroups of G(N) is contained in YN , all objects in the YN -model
structure is cofibrant [44, Proposition 2.16]. Thus, MsSet admits the underlying cofi-
brant replacements with lwe(Z,Y) and lcof (Z,Y).
Let A be an object in MsSet. Consider the ordinary factorization A ∐ A → A ×
∆[1]→ A of the codiagonal as simplicial sets, where ∆[1] has the trivial action. Then,
each map in the factorization is M -equivariant. It is straightforward that LInv(A ×
∆[1]) is naturally isomorphic to LInv(A) ×∆[1], since the action on ∆[1] is trivial.
The restrictions and diagonals are both left and right adjoints, so that we have natural
isomorphisms LZ(A ×∆[1]) ∼= LZ(A) ×∆[1], where on the left hand side product is
taken coordinate-wise. Thus, we have natural isomorphism between the factorizations
LZ(A) ∐ LZ(A)→ LZ(A×∆[1])→ LZ(A)
and
LZ(A) ∐ LZ(A)→ LZ(A) ×∆[1]→ LZ(A).
In particular, A ×∆[1] is a good cylinder for every object. By [22, Theorem 2.2.1.],
the left-(Z,Y)-model structure on MsSet exists.
The second part follows directly from [40, Example 4.6] and [30, Example 2.4], as
sSet is locally finitely presentable with ω-small objects as finite simplicial sets. Since
the category of finite sets has a small skeleton (full subcategory of Set spanned by
n = {k ∈ N : k < b} for n ∈ N), so does the finite simplicial sets and finite simplicial
M -sets. Thus, the generating (acyclic) cofibrations form a set. 
For Y as above, every object is cofibrant in the YN -model structure for each N ∈ Z.
Thus, every object is cofibrant in MsSet as well. However, it is in general difficult to
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identify fibrant objects in a left transferred model structures, e.g. the injective model
structure on functors.
The category Top is not locally presentable [24]; and hence, can not be an accessible
model category. However, Top contains a coreflective full-subcategory Top∆, spanned
by ∆-generated spaces, which is locally presentable, see [15]. Here, a space A is ∆-
generated if a subset U ⊆ A is open if and only if for every f : ∆n → A, f−1(U) is open
in ∆n for every n. This category of spaces is suggested by J. H. Smith as a ’convenient
model for homotopy theory’. For other details and model structures on Top∆, we refer
to [9], [15] and [20]. The category Top∆ admits a combinatorial model structure in
which weak equivalences and cofibrations are created by the inclusion Top∆ →֒ Top.
Moreover, the inclusion is the left component of a Quillen equivalence. The category
Top∆ contains the image of |−| : sSet→ Top, the geometric realization functor. Thus,
the geometric realization and the singular functor S∗ forms and adjunction between
Top∆ and sSet.
For a given group G, denote by GTop∆ the category of ∆-generated spaces with
G-actions and G-maps. The adjoint pair (| − | ⊣ S∗) gives rise to an adjunction
G| − | : GsSet // GTop∆ :
GS∗oo . Given a collection of subgroups Y, it is imme-
diate from [20, Theorem 2.1] that Y-model structures on GTop∆ exists. This model
structure is also combinatorial with the same generating sets as GTop. Moreover, the
adjoint pair (G| − |, GS∗) is a Quillen pair when Y-model structure is considered on
GsSet.
Since Top∆ is bi-complete, see e.g. [9], [15], left adjoint to q
∗ : G(M)Top∆ →
MTop∆ exists, which is denoted again by
LInv. We can use Lemma 4.7 to create
model structure on MTop∆ by
LInv, since MTop∆ is a locally presentable category
containing the essential image of G(M)Top∆. As above, the adjoint pair (| − | ⊣ S∗)
again gives rise to an adjunction M | − | :MsSet // MTop∆ :
MS∗oo . If we choose
the collection YM as all subgroups of G(M), then every object becomes cofibrant in
MsSet with the model structure of Lemma 4.7, so that the composition M | MS∗(−)|
becomes a cofibrant replacement functor. If we choose (Z,Y) as in Theorem 4.8, the
diagonal functor ∆Z and the restrictions preserve the cofibrant replacement functor
M | MS∗(−)|, since both functors are both left and right adjoints. Thus, Theorem 4.8
holds if we replace sSet with Top∆. The proof is not different from the proof of
Theorem 4.8.
4.3. Some remarks on generalizations. Here we list some straightforward gener-
alizations of Theorems 4.4 and 4.8. In order to avoid repetitions, we only give rough
sketches of proofs. We also state a possible non-straightforward generalization, which
can be a future direction for this work.
4.3.1. M -objects in a model category. There are several ways to generalize these ap-
proximated model structures. An important one is to replace the ground category
sSet (or Top) by a more general model category C, so that for a group G, the fixed
point model structures on GC := [G,C] exists. A sufficient condition for existence of
the fixed point model structures on GC is given in [44, Proposition 2.6]. Let M be a
monoid and (Z,Y) be given as in Section 4. Suppose that fixed point model structures
exist on G(N)C for every N ∈ Z. Since C is bi-complete, so do MC and G(M)C.
Moreover, the full-subcategory of MC spanned by functors X : M → C that send
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every morphism to automorphism is again equivalent to G(M)C. This subcategory is
reflective and coreflective due to bi-completeness of C. Hence, if the model structure
on C is accessible (e.g., combinatorial), then we can use Lemma 3.1 to transfer model
structures on NC for each N ∈ Z, analogues to Lemmas 4.3 and 4.7. To generalize
Theorem 4.4 (Theorem 4.8) on MC, it is enough to assume the right (left) adjoint to
q∗ : G(N)C→ NC, ResMN and ∆Z preserve underlying fibrant (cofibrant) replacements
and path space objects (cylinder objects).
4.3.2. Approximation to small diagrams by group actions. Let B : Grp→ Cat be the
delooping functor from groups to small categories that sends a group to the associated
delooping category with single object. We define G : Cat → Grp as follows: For C
a small category, define G(C) is the quotient of FG(Mor(C)) by the normal subgroup
generated by the set of words of the form
{i(g)i(f)i(g ◦ f)−1 : f, g are composable in Mor(C)},
where Mor(C) is the set of all morphisms in C and i :Mor(C)→ FG(Mor(C)) is the
universal set map of the free group construction. Let Q˜ : FG(Mor(C))→ G(C) be the
quotient homomorphism. The functor Q : C → BG(C) sends every object to the single
object of BG(C) and sends a morphism f in C to BQ˜(i(f)). If f, g are composable,
then
BQ˜(i(g ◦ f)) = BQ˜(i(g)i(f)) = B(Q˜(i(g)) ∗ Q˜(i(f))) = BQ˜(i(g)) ◦BQ˜(i(f));
i.e., Q is well defined. This is the ordinary group completion if C has single object.
Thus, for a given group G, G(B(G)) is isomorphic to G.
The functor Q induces a functor Q∗ : [BG(C), sSet] ∼= G(C)sSet → [C, sSet]. The
right and left adjoints to Q∗ exist and can be constructed in terms of Kan extensions.
These adjoints can create model structure on [C, sSet] just as in Section 4. The proofs
are essentially the same, so we just briefly mention the sketch. The right adjoint
preserves the path space in G(C)sSet, since path space functor is given by a covariant
Hom with the trivial action on the domain. For a given collection of subgroups YC os
G(C), if the right adjoint also preserves underlying fibrant replacements with respect to
the YC -model structure on G(C)sSet, then there exist a model structure on [C, sSet]
in which weak equivalences and fibrations are created by this right adjoint. For a given
set of subcategories Z of C, the restriction ResCD along the inclusion D →֒ C and
the diagonal ∆Z : [C, sSet] →
∏
D∈Z [C, sSet] are again both left and right adjoint.
Thus, they also preserves underlying Kan fibrant replacements and path spaces. The
model structure follows just as in Theorem 4.4. One similarly check for conditions to
generalize Theorem 4.8.
4.3.3. Enriched case: approximations by enriched equivariant homotopy. There is a re-
cently developed enriched version of the equivariant homotopy theory, see [19]. Therein,
a certain type of group objects (called Hopf group) in a sufficiently nice symmetric
monoidal model category V is introduced. For such a group object G, and a suitable
V-enriched model category C, the category GC of enriched G-objects in C admits a
model structure generalizing the fixed point model structures, under certain conditions
[19, Section 3.2, Theorem 3.7]. Another possible generalization of the content of the
present paper is to create model structures on MC, for sufficiently nice monoid objects
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M , where the homotopy theory is approximated by the model structures of [19]. How-
ever, group completions in the enriched setting often does not exist. Even if there is
an enriched group completion of a monoid object M in V , we need to know that it is a
Hopf group in V and we need to find the set submonoids of M (i.e. regular monomor-
phisms into M) whose group completions are Hopf groups. Several other conditions
on V and C need to be imposed for existence of nice enriched Kan extensions along
the group completions and suitability of these Kan extension for transfer arguments.
It is difficult to determine all these conditions at once and most of the required work
do not belong to general framework of this paper. On the other hand, this is a nat-
ural question that arise from the content of present paper. We leave these aspects as
a future work. The existence of such model categories would allow us, for example,
to approximate modules over an associative algebra over a commutative ring by the
enriched equivariant homotopy theories, as defined in [19], of modules over a family of
Hopf algebras.
5. Some corollaries and applications
Here we discuss some immediate applications of model categories of Theorem 4.5.
Similar applications can be found for other cases. We also discuss model structures on
the category of dynamical systems obtained in which homotopy theory is approximated
by the equivariant homotopy theory of all possible attached symmetries.
5.1. M(Z,Y)-CW -complexes. Let (Z,Y) be as in Theorem 4.5. Every object is al-
ready fibrant in the model category of Theorem 4.5. Cofibrant objects can be con-
structed in the obvious way; i.e., retracts of transfinite compositions of pushouts of
maps in MI(Z,Y). That is, for κ being a regular cardinal, a MI(Z,Y)-cell complex X
is a κ-direct limit of a κ-sequence cα : Xα → Xα+1 such that X0 = ∅ and cα fits into
a pushout digram of the form
M ×N G(N)/H × Sn
Id×in

// Xα
cα

M ×N G(N)/H ×Dn+1 // Xα+1
.
for some N,H and n. Any cofibrant object is a retract of a MI(Z,Y)-cell complex. One
can replace Top by sSet and use generating sets of the model structure in Theorem
4.4.
5.2. M(Z,Y)-Whitehead Theorem. An M -homotopy is a homotopy with respect to
the interval [0, 1] with the trivialM -action; i.e., given f0, f1 : X → X ′ anM -homotopy
between f0 and f1 is an M -map H : X × [0, 1] → X ′ such that H(−, 0) = f0 and
H(−, 1) = f1. It is straightforward to check that an M -homotopy equivalence is a
r(Z,Y)-equivalence for every (Z,Y). The following corollary directly follows from
Theorem 4.5 and general properties of cofibrantly generated model categories (see [11,
Lemma 4.24]).
Corollary 5.1. A r (Z,Y)-equivalence f : X → X ′ between M(Z,Y)-CW -complexes
X,X ′ is an M -homotopy equivalence.
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In particular,M -homotopy type of anM -space A that isM -homotopy equivalent to
an M(Z,Y)-CW -complex is completely determined by the equivariant homotopy types
of objects in the decomposition {RInv
M
N A : N ∈ Z}. This is a form of the Whitehead
theorem for the setting of Theorem 4.5.
5.3. A Quillen equivalent diagram category with projective model structure.
For a given monoid M , define OG(M : q) as the full-subcategory of MSet spanned
by objects M ×N q∗(G(N)/H) with the M -action induced by translation on M (i.e.,
IndMN (q
∗(G(N)/H))’s) for every N ≤M and H ≤ G(N). We denote the objects of this
category by pairs (N,H) for simplicity. One may call OG(M : q) the G-orbit category
of M relative to q of M (it is a form of generalization of the orbit category). For any
X in MTop, we have:
homM (M ×N q∗(G(N)/H), X) ∼= homN (q∗(G(N)/H),Res
M
N (X))
∼= homG(N)(G(N)/H,
RInv
M
N (X))
∼= RInv
M
N (X)
H .
Here, domains are considered with discrete topologies. Note that if e = {1} is the
trivial submonoid, then the canonical map ǫX : RInv
M
e
(M)e →M is a bijection.
There is a functor X : MTop → [OG(M : q)
op,Top] defined as follows: For X in
MTop, let X(X)(N,H) = RInv
M
N (X)
H , for every N ≤ M and H ≤ G(N), and for
every map s in OG(M : q), X(X)(s) is the induced map in the contravariant-hom. A
map f : X → Y in MTop is sent to the obvious natural transformation of covariant-
homs. This functor admits a left adjoint
Υ : [OG(M : q)
op
,Top]→MTop : F 7→ F ((e, e)).
Since
homM (M ×e q
∗(G(e)/e),M ×e q
∗(G(e)/e)) ∼= RInv
M
e
(M)e ∼=M,
the M -action on F (e, e) is defined by compositions of these maps. Υ sends a natural
transformation t : F ⇒ F ′ to the obvious induced map. Let ε : ΥX → id is the
underlying map RInv
M
e
(X)e → X induced by the identity. Define η : id→ XΥ so that
ηF (N,H) : F (N,H)→ XΥ(F )(N,H) = X(F ((e, e)))(N,H)
is the map induced by F (p) : F (N,H)→ F (e, e) where
p :M ×e q∗G(e)/e→M ×N q∗G(N)/H
is the map induced by e →֒ N ; i.e., the map corresponding to the class of [e, eH ] under
the canonical isomorphism
homM (M ×e q∗G(e)/e,M ×N q∗G(N)/H) ∼=M ×e q∗G(N)/H.
One checks that η is counit and ε is the unit of this adjunction. Note that, X is
essentially the right Kan extension along the functor  : M → OG(M : q)op sending the
single object of M to (e, e) and a morphism to the corresponding map with respect to
the canonical isomorphism
homOG(M :q)((e, e), (e, e)) ∼=M ×e q
∗G(e)/e ∼=M.
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We denote by ZM the set of all submonoids of M and for each submonoid N of
M , and we denote by YN the collection of all subgroups of G(N). Let YM be the
family of all such collections YN for N ∈ ZM ; i.e., (ZM ,YM ) is the maximal choice for
(Z,Y). In this section, we consider MTop with the right-(ZM ,YM )-model structure
(see Theorem 4.5). Observe that, this model structure onMTop, by definition, is right
transferred from the projective model structure on [OG(M : q)
op
,Top]. This implies
(Υ,X) is a Quillen pair.
The category G(N)Top is topological for each N , see [33, III Theorem 1.8]. The
sets of generating cofibrations and generating acyclic cofibrations in MTop are of the
form (M ×N q∗G(N)/H) × in and (M ×N q∗G(N)/H) × jn, respectively. Thus, the
model category MTop is also topological by [42, Proposition B.5]. Since every object
is fibrant, every cofibration is an h-cofibration (i.e., has the left lifting property with
respect to all path fibrations P(A)→ A), see [42, Definition A.28, Corollary A.30 (iii)].
Thus, every cofibration is a closed inclusion, see [42, Proposition A.31]. The class of
h-cofibrations are closed under pushouts, retracts and transfinite compositions [24].
Observe that RInv preserves coproducts in MTop. Moreover, we have the following
lemma:
Lemma 5.2. The functor RInv preserves pushouts in which one leg is a generating
cofibration; i.e., of the form (M ×N q∗G(N)/H)× in where in : Sn →֒ Dn+1.
Proof. Suppose that we have a pushout diagram:
A
f

g
// C
f ′

B
g′
// C ∐A B
.
One gets an associated diagram:
RInvA
RInv f

RInv g
// RInvC
RInv f ′

RInvB
RInv g′
// RInv(C ∐A B)
.
There is the unique G(M)-map of the pushout
t : RInvB ∐RInvA
RInvC → RInv(B ∐A C)
given by [ς] 7→ (σς : h 7→ [ς(h)]). We show this map is an isomorphism when f =
(M ×N q∗G(N)/H)× in. In this case, the pushout is of the form
C ∐(M×N q∗G(N)/H)×Sn (M ×N q
∗G(N)/H)×Dn+1.
The underlying set of the pushout is C ∐ ((M ×N q∗G(N)/H) × (Dn+1 − Sn)) since
in is a closed inclusion and the M -actions on Dn+1 and Sn are trivial. Since RInv
preserve coproducts,
RInv0(C) ∐ RInv0((M ×N q∗G(N)/H)× (Dn+1 − Sn))
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is isomorphic to
RInv0(C ∐ ((M ×N q∗G(N)/H)× (Dn+1 − Sn)))
where the isomorphism is given by t. Since t is the unique map of the pushouts, it is
already continuous. 
The functor RInv does not in general preserve finitely filtered colimits (such as
ordinary direct limits). For example, for each n ∈ N let [n] = {k ∈ N : k ≤ n} be the
discrete set with N-action given by 1 · k = k − 1 for each k ∈ [n] − {0} and 1 · 0 = 0.
Then, the direct limit of inclusions [n] → [n+ 1] is N with N-action 1 · k = k − 1 for
all k ∈ N− {0} and 1 · 0 = 0. We have RInv([n]) = {0} with trivial Z action for every
n, hence limn RInv([n]) = {0} with trivial Z action. However, RInv(limn[n]) = {0}∐Z
with translation on Z component trivial action on {0}. In particular, RInv does not
need to preserve direct limits even when underlying maps are all inclusions.
On the other hand, if G(M) is finite, then it is finite relative to inclusions; and hence,
RInv preserves ω-filtered colimits (and thus, direct limits) in which the underlying maps
are cofibrations. Given (Z,Y), we sayM is G-finite relative to (Z,Y)-cofibrations if for
each N ∈ Z, homN (G(N),−) preserves direct limits of sequences in which underlying
maps are (Z,Y)-cofibrations. If G(N) is finite for each N ∈ Z, then M is G-finite
relative to (Z,Y)-cofibrations. Note that, G(M) can be finite even when M is infinite,
e.g. take M as a monoid with zero object.
Proposition 5.3. If M is G-finite relative to (ZM ,YM )-cofibrations, then the pair
Υ : [OG(M : q)
op
,Top] //MTop : Xoo
is a Quillen equivalence, where right-(ZM ,YM )-model is considered on MTop and the
projective model structure is considered on [OG(M : q)
op
,Top].
Proof. The projective model structure on [OG(M : q)
op
,Top] is cofibrantly generated,
see e.g. [28, Lemma A.2.8.3]. The set of generating cofibrations are
IOG(M :q) = {homOG(M :q)(−, (N,H))× in : n ∈ N}.
Here, i0 : ∅ → D0 = pt and in : Sn → Dn+1 for each n ∈ N, the generating cofibrations
in Top. Assume F is a IOG(M :q)-cell complex. Then, for λ being a regular cardinal,
we have a λ-sequence of maps fα : Fα → Fα+1 with F0 = ∅, fitting into the pushout
diagrams of the form
homOG(M :q)(−, (N,H))× S
n
Id×in

// Fα
fα

homOG(M :q)(−, (N,H))×D
n+1 // Fα+1
.
so that colimit of Fn’s is F . For any space A, we have
Υ(OG(M : q)(−, (N,H))×A) = homOG(M :q)((e, e), (N,H))×A
∼=M ×N q∗G(N)/H ×A.
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Moreover, for any (K,Q) we have
homOG(M :q)((K,Q), (N,H))×A
∼= RInv
M
K (M ×N q
∗(G(N)/H)))Q ×A
∼= RInv
M
K (M ×N q
∗(G(N)/H))×A)Q,
since the space A can be considered with trivial action and RInv and (−)H are identity
on such spaces.
From the lemma above, RInv preserves pushouts of diagrams in which one leg is a
generating cofibration. Since M is G-finite relative to (ZM ,YM )-cofibrations, for each
N ≤M , homN (G(N),−) (i.e., RInv) preserves direct limits in which underlying maps
are cofibrations. The restrictions ResMN (−), being already left adjoints, preserve all
colimits. Fixed point functors also preserve direct limits in which underlying maps are
cofibrations and pushouts along closed inclusions, see [16] or [33] (the latter is stated
for pointed spaces). Clearly, X preserves the initial object. Thus, XΥF is the direct
limit over the transfinite composition of XΥfα’s obtained by diagrams:
XΥhomOG(M :q)(−, (N,H))× S
n
Id×XΥin

// XΥFα
XΥfα

XΥhomOG(M :q)(−, (N,H))×D
n+1 // XΥFα+1
.
We have η∅ is an isomorphism. By transfinite induction, we obtain ηF is an isomor-
phism. Every projectively cofibrant diagram is a retract of a IOG(M :q)-cell complex,
hence ηF is an isomorphism for every projectively cofibrant diagram F . Since weak
equivalences and fibrations of MTop are created by X, this implies the pair (Υ ⊣ X)
is a Quillen equivalence. 
This is a form of generalization of the Elmendorf’s theorem for certain monoids
satisfying the finiteness conditions of group completions. However, we only need RInv
to preserve certain pushouts and direct limit over cofibrations.
The proof can also proceed as in the original proof of Elmendorf’s theorem in [13]
for group case. One defines a functor
S : OG(M : q)→MTop : (N,H) 7→M ×N q
∗(G(N)/H);
i.e., the inclusion of the full subcategory. For F : OG(M : q)
op → Top, define ΨF to
be the M -space B(F,OG(M : q), S), by the two-sided categorical bar construction, see
[34, V, 2.1]. For each (N,H) in OG(M : q), we have
X(S(K,Q))(N,H) = RInv
M
N (M ×K q
∗(G(K)/Q)))H
∼= homM (M ×N q∗(G(N)/H),M ×K q∗(G(K)/Q))
= homOG(M :q)((N,H), (K,Q))
Thus, the functor
S(K,Q) : OG(M : q)→ Top : (N,H) 7→
RInv
M
K (S(N,H))
is representable. By [34, V. 2.2], we have a homotopy equivalence
ε : B(F,OG(M : q), S(N,H))→ F (N,H).
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This is natural in (N,H) and we obtain a natural transformation ε : XΨ → id which
is component-wise homotopy equivalence. Being a left Quillen functor, Υ preserve M -
homotopy equivalences between cofibrant objects. We have Υε : ΨF → ΥF is an M -
homotopy equivalence for any cofibrant F . Note that, if X is cofibrant in MTop then
so does B(XX,OG(M : q), S). Letting F = XX , we obtain a homotopy equivalence
Υε : ΨXX → ΥX . The rest follows same as the proof in [13].
One can also define a OG(M : q) with respect to certain given data (Z,Y), in the
same way. Note that we do not use that Z has all submonoids, neither we use YN ’s
have all associated subgroups.
Conditions for similar Quillen equivalences can be found for generalizations discussed
in Section 4.3 (we already have trivial examples since groups are monoids themselves).
We can not establish a similar Quillen equivalence for left-(Z,Y)-model structures since
they are left transferred from a right transferred model structure. On the other hand,
left-(Z,Y)-model structures we have constructed are already combinatorial; and hence,
we do not need such a Quillen equivalence, see [8].
5.4. Extending to model categories of dynamical systems via integration.
5.4.1. Dynamical systems as actions of sets of parameters. For a given set of parame-
ters S, let F (S) denote the free monoid on S (for S = ∅, F (S) is the trivial monoid).
Traditionally, a dynamical system, or simply a system, consist of a parameter space S,
a state space A, a continuous endomorphism (called evolution operator) s∗ : A → A
for each s ∈ S and compositions of these endomorphisms (we suppress initial and final
states in the definition since they are just distinguished sets of points). Equivalently,
a dynamical system consist of a pair (S,A), where S is a parameter space and A is an
F (S)-space. Such objects form a category in which a morphism from (S,A) to (S′, A′)
is pair of morphisms (υ, f), where υ : S → S′ is a function and f : A → A′ is a
F (υ)-equivariant map; i.e., f(w · a) = F (υ) · f(a) for w ∈ F (S) and a ∈ A. We denote
this category by DS and refer to [25] for the definition.
Denote by CAT the (very large) category of (large) categories (see Gröthendieck
universes to avoid set theoretical problems, e.g. [10, Chapter VI, 21]). Let
F : Setop → CAT
be the functor given by F (S) = F (S)Top for any set S and for any function υ : S → S′,
F (υ) = F (υ)∗ : F (S′)Top→ F (S)Top,
the restriction along F (υ). Then, one can easily identify DS with
∫
F .
Recall that (ZM ,YM ) denotes the data where ZM is the set of all submonoids ofM
and YM is the family of collections for each submonoid N of all subgroups of G(N). In
this section, we considerMTop with the right-(ZM ,YM )-model structure (of Theorem
4.5) for every monoid M .
Let υ :M →M ′ be a monoid homomorphism and im(υ) denote the image of υ. Let
A′ be an M ′-space. Denote by υ! the left adjoint to υ∗. Observe that,
(υ, Id) : (M,υ∗(A′))→ (im(υ),ResM
′
im(υ))(A
′)
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defines a map of dynamical systems. Similarly, for any map f : A′ → B′ in M ′Top,
the following diagram commutes:
(M,υ∗(A′))
(υ,Id)

(Id,υ∗(f))
// (M,υ∗(B′))
(υ,Id)

(im(υ),ResM
′
im(υ)(A
′))
(Id,ResM
′
im(υ)(f))
// (im(υ),ResM
′
im(υ)(B
′))
.
Let f be a fibration in M ′Top. Since ZM ′ is the collection of all submonoids and
im(υ) is a submonoid of M ′, ResM
′
im(υ)(f) is a fibration in im(υ)Top; i.e., υ
∗(f) is a
fibration in MTop. Same is true for acyclic fibrations. Hence, the functors υ∗ and υ!
form a Quillen adjunction.
Denote by ModCat the (very large) category of (large) model categories with
Quillen adjunctions as morphisms, see [21] for the definition and details on ModCat.
Then, the functor F as defined above gives us a functor from Setop to ModCat.
Consider Set with the trivial model structure. Then, F is trivially proper and relative
in the sense of [21, Definitions 3.0.6 and 3.0.9], since weak equivalences in Setop are
isomorphisms and the induced functors on fibers are isomorphisms of categories. Then,
due to [21, Theorem 3.0.12], the Gröthendieck construction
∫
F is a well-behaved (in
the sense of [21, Observation 3.0.8 and Remark 3.0.10]) model category with the inte-
gral model structure, making DS into a model category. In this model, a morphism
(υ, f) : (S,A)→ (S′, A′) is a fibration if f : A→ υ∗(A) is a fibration in F (S)Top, and
is a weak equivalence if υ is a bijection and f : A → υ∗(A) is a weak equivalence in
F (S)Top. One similarly extends the model structures of Theorem 4.8 to DS.
5.4.2. Dynamical systems as actions of monoids. Alternatively, one defines the class of
dynamical systems as all actions of all monoids. In other words, define the category of
dynamical systems as the category with objects as pairs (M,A), where M is a monoid
and A is an M -space (e.g. see [12]) and morphisms are pairs of morphisms making the
obvious diagram commute. We again denote this category by DS. It is easy to see
that DS can be identified by the Gröthendieck construction
∫
F , where
F :Monop → CAT :M 7→MTop.
The category Mon is bi-complete and locally presentable; and hence, the trivial
model structure is combinatorial, see [2, Proposition 2.8 or Example 6.5(1)], [39, Corol-
lary 3]. The trivial model structure onMon can be seen as a model structure induced
by the inclusion ı : Mon →֒ Cat from the (canonical) Joyal-Tierney model structure
[26], which is a simplicial model category, see [38]. Hence, Mon is simplicial as well.
The simplicial enrichment is given by considering monoid homomorphisms as functors
and taking the nerve of the groupoid whose morphisms are natural isomorphisms be-
tween these functors. In other words, if M and M ′ are monoids, Hom(M,M ′) is the
nerve of the groupoid whose set of objects are monoid homomorphisms from M to
M ′ and set morphisms between f, g : M → M ′ is the set of units u in M ′ such that
u ∗ g(m) = f(m) ∗ u for every m ∈M . The trivial model structure onMon is trivially
left proper since every object is cofibrant. Hence, we can use ’Smith’s Theorem’ to per-
form left Bousfield localization on Mon (see [28, Proposition A.3.7.3] or [4, Theorem
4.7]).
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We consider Mon with the following model structures:
(i): Left Bousfield localization of the trivial model structure with respect to G-
equivalences, where v : M →M ′ is a G-equivalence if G(v) is an isomorphism
of groups.
(ii): Left Bousfield localization of the trivial model structure with respect to G-
derived Morita equivalences where v : M → M ′ is a G-derived Morita equiv-
alence if v∗ : M ′Top → MTop is the right component of a Quillen equiva-
lence. Here, the model structures of Theorem 4.5 are considered on MTop for
(ZM ,YM ) and on M ′Top for (ZM ′ ,YM ′ ).
The model structure in (i) also follows directly from [41, 1.2(1)].
First consider Monop with the opposite of the model structure in (i). For each
monoid M , consider MTop with the model structure of Theorem 4.5 for Z = {M}
and Y = {YM} where YM is the collection of all subgroups of G(M). Then, the functor
F :Monop →ModCat :M 7→MTop,
is well defined (see 5.4.1). Acyclic fibrations in Monop are all G-equivalences and
acyclic cofibrations are all isomorphisms [41, Lemma 2.1]. Since every object in MTop
is fibrant, F is proper relative functor (in the sense of [21]) and we obtain a model
structure on the Gröthendieck construction
∫
F (i.e., the integral model structure of
[21]). This defines another model structure on DS.
Now, consider Monop with the opposite of the model structure in (ii). For each
monoid M , consider MTop with the model structure of Theorem 4.5 for (ZM ,YM ).
Then, the functor
F :Monop →ModCat :M 7→MTop,
is well defined (see 5.4.1). Again, from [41, Lemma 2.1], acyclic fibrations in Monop
are all G-derived Morita equivalences and acyclic cofibrations are all isomorphisms.
Every object in MTop is fibrant; and hence, F is trivially proper relative. As a result,
we obtain a model structure on the Gröthendieck construction
∫
F , see [21], which
defines yet another model structure on DS.
Various other model structures can be created on DS by choosing model structures
on fibers of
∫
F for families Z defined by a universal property. For example, for
each M in Mon, one choose the family Z as all commutative submonoids or all finite
submonoids, or any other family of submonoids satisfying a universal property and
choose the model structure (if exists) onMon accordingly, then take the integral of F
with respect to these model structures.
5.5. A remark on relations and possible applications on attractors. It is also
possible to use above ideas for more concrete applications. For example, let N acts
continuously on A = R2. Determining limit cycles in an arbitrary systems is a difficult
unsolved problem (tough it is often assumed that the action is smooth). On the other
hand, limit cycles are examples of invariant subspaces with reversible actions and if
there is a limit cycle in A then RInv(A) contains an isomorphic copy of it. Hence,
equivariant homotopy type of RInv(A) can be used to identify number and behavior
of limit cycles. Observe that, subgroup fixed points in RInv(A) will appear only in
images of limit cycles. One can also use above results and ideas to study limit tori or
any other type of non-strange attractors for systems on one or more parameters.
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